March 29th, 2017

New Pieces to "M/G TASAKI" with the Theme "UNCONVENTIONAL"
TASAKI (TASAKI & Co., Ltd.; Kobe Headquarter Office: 6-3-2 Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku,
Kobe; Tokyo Headquarter Office: 5-7-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; Board Director & CEO: Toshikazu
TAJIMA) is to launch new pieces from its M/G TASAKI collection on Wednesday, March 29th, 2017.
With the theme ‘UNCONVENTIONAL’ for inspiration, the designer Melanie Georgacopoulos has
created four innovative new designs that truly reveal the charms of the pearl, and reflect the
‘unrestrained way of thinking’ that lies at the very heart of the M/G TASAKI collection.
The “KNOT” is a modern interpretation of traditional ‘knot’ jewellery that gained popularity in the
Victorian era in the UK as a symbol of love. Here, the knot motif is used to express unity, with the
18K gold passing smoothly through the pearls and then knotting around them like supple thread,
to portray the junction between the two very different materials of pearl and precious metal.
The “SEGMENT”, pearls with their inherently gentle round form become almost geometric in form
as pearls in a variety of sizes are sliced and reconstructed to create a design that strikingly
contrasts the soft lines of the pearl with the solid, edgy charms of the square form.
In the “ARLEQUIN DIAMONDS”, diamonds are set within designs from the iconic M/G TASAKI
“ARLEQUIN” series, the luxurious sparkle of the diamonds creating a striking piece of jewellery.
In the “STRETCHED” design, the chain appears to stretch under the force of a pearl to express
the distortion of form, and the design of this latest piece just brims with vigour.
Please enjoy these latest pieces from the M/G TASAKI collection that exude TASAKI’s unique,
innovative and richly elegant.

“KNOT” pendant [18K Yellow Gold, Freshwater pearls] ¥390,000 (tax excluded)
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